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Abstract

Graph learning methods help utilize implicit relationships among data items,1

thereby reducing training label requirements and improving task performance.2

However, determining the optimal graph structure for a particular learning task3

remains a challenging research problem.4

In this work, we introduce the Graph Lottery Ticket (GLT) Hypothesis – that there5

is an extremely sparse backbone for every graph, and that graph learning algorithms6

attain comparable performance when trained on that subgraph as on the full graph.7

We identify and systematically study 8 key metrics of interest that directly influence8

the performance of graph learning algorithms. Subsequently, we define the notion9

of a “winning ticket” for graph structure – an extremely sparse subset of edges that10

can deliver a robust approximation of the entire graph’s performance. We propose11

a straightforward and efficient algorithm for finding these GLTs in arbitrary graphs.12

Empirically, we observe that performance of different graph learning algorithms13

can be matched or even exceeded on graphs with the average degree as low as 5.14

1 Introduction15

Graph data naturally arises in many domains, including social networks, interactions on the Web, and16

in many biological applications. Building graphs directly from data proves useful for massive-scale17

data analysis; for instance, graphs can be clustered in near-linear time [18].18

Figure 1: The Graph Lottery Hypothe-
sis postulates that there is a sparse sub-
structure (a winning ticket) present in
all graphs which captures its utility for
graph learning tasks. The winning ticket
of the Karate club graph [59] in bold.

In recent years, graph machine learning has become a19

dominant paradigm in analysis of network data. The per-20

formance of many graph learning algorithms is heavily21

dependent on the structure of data in terms of the graph22

curvature [53, 49], intrinsic dimensionality [54], or many23

other metrics [42]. A natural compulsion is to rewire24

graphs to optimize such metrics. However, adding or25

rewiring edges may hallucinate connections that could26

never exist – violating the natural graph structure.27

In this paper, we investigate the general problem of finding28

sparse subgraphs well-suited for graph learning – graph29

lottery tickets. Unlike most existing work, we focus on30

finding substructures already present in data, just like the31

“lottery tickets” in deep neural networks parameters [21].32

We briefly formalize this notion as follows:33

Hypothesis 1 (Graph Lottery Ticket Hypothesis)34

Any graph contains a sparse subset of edges that—when trained on that subset only—any graph35

learning algorithm can match the performance of the original graph.36
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We summarize our key contributions as follows:37

• We formulate the Graph Lottery Ticket (GLT) hypothesis that implies the existence of38

an extremely sparse backbone for every graph for which graph learning algorithms attain39

comparable performance as on the full graph.40

• We propose a straightforward yet efficient algorithm to recover “winning tickets” – extremely41

sparse subgraphs which still preserve task performance.42

• Our experimental results illustrate our method’s effectiveness. The winning tickets (sparse43

networks) we find match the performance for three graph learning algorithms, but with44

much lower average degree (≈ 5).45

2 Preliminaries and Related Work46

This section reviews previous attempts to optimize the structure of graphs for graph learning tasks47

including approaches that change the graph structure implicitly. Before diving into the related work,48

Section 2.1 establishes basic notation to be used throughout the paper.49

2.1 Preliminaries50

A graph is a pair G = (V,E) with n vertices V = (v1, · · · , vn), |V | = n, and edges E ⊆51

V × V, |E| = m, represented by an adjacency matrix A for which Aij = 1 if eij ∈ E1 is an52

edge between nodes i and j, otherwise Aij = 0. We denote the neighborhood set of the node u53

as N(u) = v : (u, v) ∈ E. Then, #∆(i, j) = N(i) ∩ N(j) denotes the set of triangles with the54

edge (i, j). For generality and simplicity of notation, we assume undirected and unweighted graphs,55

however, content of the paper can be easily generalized to the weighted and directed cases.56

The degree of a node is defined as di = |N(i)|, and the degree matrix D is the diagonal matrix with57

node degrees Dii = di. The combinatorial (unnormalized) Laplacian matrix of a graph is defined58

as L = D−A. Its normalized counterpart L̃ is defined as L̃ = I−D−1/2AD−1/2, where I is the59

identity matrix. We use (λ1, · · · , λn) to denote the ordered set of eigenvalues of graph Laplacians60

and (µ1, · · · , µn) – of graph adjacency.61

2.2 Graph Sparsifiers and Spanners62

Graph sparsifier is a sparse subgraph that preserves particular properties of the original graph. For63

instance, the surprising fact that ε-approximate cut sparsifier with Õ(n/ε2) edges can be constructed in64

Õ(m) time was first established in [30, 6]. That notion was strengthened [52] to spectral sparsifiers –65

a graph G̃ is called a spectral sparsifier of G if66

(1− ε)x>LG̃x ≤ x
>LGx ≤ (1 + ε)x>LG̃x

for all x ∈ RV . Cut sparsifiers are only required to satisfy these inequalities for all x ∈ {0, 1}V . The67

factors hidden in Õ are, however, large. Good sparsifiers, e.g. [51, 5], are computationally expensive,68

limiting their practicality. More scalable solutions, e.g. [22], are restricted to cut sparsification and do69

not guarantee graph connectivity, which is crucial for many graph learning algorithms.70

Spanners [44] provide a combinatorial view to sparsification. Instead of preserving algebraic proper-71

ties of linear systems, spanners preserve the distances in graphs with multiplicative (t-spanners) or72

additive (+β-spanners) distortion. [1] propose to find t-spanners via a generalization of the classical73

greedy minimum spanning tree algorithm due to [34]. [9] proposes a way to sparsify near-cliques74

during graph construction process. The modified graph is provably a 2-hop spanner of the original,75

however, the number of spurious added edges can be of size of the graph itself. In general, it is76

unclear how graph distances translate to the performance of graph learning algorithms.77

2.3 Graph Rewiring78

Graph rewiring approaches aim to optimize the structure of a given graph via changing, adding, or79

deleting edges. A heuristic edge-swap algorithm was proposed in [10] to optimize multiple spectral80

1For readability purposes we use “node i” instead of vi here and further, wherever appropriate.
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graph robustness measures (which we review in Section 3) with updates computed using matrix81

perturbation theory. The same strategy is used in [31] with an even more crude update approximation82

for improving the algebraic connectivity, leading to improvements in learning graph neural networks.83

In a similar vein, [53] propose a greedy rewiring algorithm for optimizing the structure of a graph84

for a modified definition of augmented Forman curvature. A different optimization metric was85

offered by [4]: they flip edges that minimize the number of triangles in a graph. These methods86

introduces spurious edges to the graph and keep the total number of edges approximately the same.87

Similarly, [13] proposes to sparsify a graph iteratively with training a GNN model. In contrast, this88

works finds extremely sparse subgraphs without spurious edges and in a model-agnostic fashion.89

Contrapositively, [24] propose to augment the edges of the graph with extra edges derived from the90

diffusion process from the original graph. This approach densifies the graph to an extreme degree,91

sometimes adding hundred times more edges than in the original graph.92

2.4 Implicit Graph Rewiring93

Many graph learning methods implicitly modify the graph to achieve scalability linear in terms of94

the number of nodes. A common approach for scaling up GNN training to large graphs is to sample95

rooted subgraphs from each node [27, 12]. While graph that were implicitly sampled during GNN96

training have constant degree in theory, the upper bound, assuming parameters from [27], is 250097

neighbors per node, which significantly densifies the graph. In another vein, [3] propose to rewire98

the subgraphs during GNN training to optimize the connectivity of these sampled subgraphs. This99

approach densifies local subgraphs and is not applicable to general graph learning algorithms.100

The same is true for sampling in the process of graph embedding. DeepWalk [45] samples long101

random walks from each node, and further densifies the implicit graph by running a long-range102

window An example more amenable for analysis is the sampling process of personalized PageRank-103

based embedding methods, e.g. [55]. Even with approximate computation [2], PPR values of the104

neighborhood nodes are O(α(1− α))� 0, meaning the graph is densified to an extreme degree.105

3 What is a Good Graph Structure?106

Structural graph properties have an outsized impact on the performance of graph learning algorithms,107

however, to our knowledge, there is no systematic study of the phenomenon. This section covers108

that from two different perspectives on graph structure: spectral expansion properties and local edge109

curvature. Through these two lenses we try to answer the question in the section title—what does110

make graph structure good?111

3.1 Spectral Properties112

Laplacian systems are at the heart of many graph machine learning, including label propagation [60],113

clustering [38], and more. Condition number κ(A) = λn

λ1
bounds the convergence rate of iterative114

algorithms for solving linear equations in A. Since graph Laplacians are singular, the convergence can115

be instead measured in terms of the finite condition number κf = λn/λ2. From a signal propagation116

perspective, λ2 is related to the worst-case mixing of a random walk over G.117

Algebraic connectivity, the second eigenvalue of the graph Laplacian, is ubiquitous due to its relation118

to vertex connectivity. For instance, λ2 ≥ 4
nD , where D is graph’s diameter, but the most exciting119

appearance of λ2 is arguably in the Cheeger constant h(G) of a graph, which is the lowest-density120

cut of the graph normalized by cut size. Algebraic connectivity can be used to bound the Cheeger121

constant [14]: λ2

2 ≤ h(G) ≤
√

2λ2.122

Over-smoothing in GNNs happens with the rate ofO((sλ2)L), where s is the largest singular value of123

node features and L is the number of GNN layers [41, 8]. While high oversmoothing does not sound124

very desirable, [31] showed that relational GCNs are flexible in how much the smooth the graph, in125

the range of [0, λ2], as measured by the Dirichlet energy of the GCN layer. Therefore, having large126

algebraic connectivity should be considered advantageous from graph neural network perspective.127

High λ2 implies that a graph can not be well embedded in R [25]. For higher-dimensional Euclidean128

embeddings, [54] empirically studies the reconstruction ability with respect to the spectral dimen-129
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sionality of graphs. Instead of computing the spectral dimensionality directly, they estimate the graph130

Laplacian eigenvalue growth rate. While it may be easier to embed graphs with small λ2, we are131

interested in the most informative subgraphs of a given graph. Therefore, evidence from both GNNs132

and graph embedding points to positive effects for maximizing λ2, which we study in Section 5.3.133

Graph robustness studies [15] introduced two additional spectral measures. Spectral radius—the134

largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix—controls the speed of various dynamic processes defined135

on graphs, for instance, the spread of contagious viruses. Total number of spanning trees can be136

thought of as the total number of ways information can be transmitted in the network. Due to the137

matrix-tree theorem, it can be efficiently approximated as a product of the eigenvalues of the graph138

Laplacian. We use both spectral radius and the number of spanning trees in our experimental study.139

3.2 Curvature140

Graph curvature [20, 40] adapts the notion of “flatness” from manifolds to graphs. Near-cliques141

tend to have large positive curvature, planar grids have zero curvature, and trees have negative142

curvature. Forman curvature is the most computationally efficient version that is also easier to analyze143

combinatorially. There are multiple definitions of Forman curvature, we introduce the one due to [46],144

since it was shown that augmented Forman curvature is tightly correlated with definition due to [40].145

Definition 3.1. For any edge (i, j) the augmented Forman Ricci curvature is given by

F#(i, j) = 4− di − dj + 3γ|#∆(i, j)|, γ > 0.

An exciting recent development [17] connects the notion of the effective resistance to curvature146

of graphs. Effective resistance is defined through the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the graph147

Laplacian L† as ω(i, j) = (ei − ej)>L†(ei − ej).148

Definition 3.2. For a node i, the link resistance curvature is given by ρi = 1− 1
2

∑
j∈N(i) ω(i, j).149

All notions of curvature have intimate connections to the number of triangles. Effective resistance150

of an edge is bounded by the number of triangles containing this edge: ω(i, j) ≤ 2
#∆(i,j)+2 . [49]151

proves that it is impossible to faithfully embed triangle-rich graphs in the Euclidean space2. This152

provides evidence against having too many triangles in the graph for faithful embedding.153

There is evidence [53] that large negative curvature leads to over-squashing of the gradients in graph154

neural networks. However, negative negative curvature is not strictly bad for GNNs – [16] shows how155

propagating the information alongside the edges of a random expander graph with small negative156

curvature empirically improves performance of GNNs.157

These results in graph curvature motivate us to include a scalable approximation [56] to the total158

number of triangles in a graph and its total effective resistance R =
∑
i,j∈E ω(i, j) = n

∑
i λ
−1
i as159

metrics in experiments in Section 5.3. Additionally, we include a bound [29] on the Ollivier’s notion160

of curvature by the means of local graph clustering coefficient of [57]. In total, we will experimentally161

study three metrics related to graph curvature.162

4 Finding Winning Graph Lottery Tickets163

As we can see from the previous section, there is no single metric dictating performance of graph164

learning algorithms. Therefore, a one-size-fits-all algorithm that can produce graph lottery tickets165

that optimize all the metrics simultaneously does not exist. Instead, this section presents two166

straightforward yet effective approaches to finding lottery ticket structure in general graphs in a167

scalable and effective way, which approximately optimize the metrics discussed above.168

We want to stress that our formulation of GLT does not require knowledge of which graph learning169

algorithm will be run on the graph nor any extra information such as node features or labels.170

Additionally, being algorithm-agnostic implies that a successful GLT search algorithm must preserve171

graph connectivity, since most graph learning algorithms rely on that notion.172

These requirements naturally leads us to the notion of spanning trees. Specifically, we propose to take173

a union of k random spanning trees as our GLT construction. This approach was used to construct174

2[11] shows how nonlinear embedding models are able to circumvent this restriction.
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Algorithm 1 KTREE(G, m̄)

1: Input: Graph G, target number of edges m̄.
2: Output: GLT of G.
3: GLT ← (V, ∅)
4: while |EGLT | ≤ m̄ do
5: T ← RANDOMTREE(G).
6: if |EGLT | ≤ m̄− n+ 1 then
7: GLT ← GLT ∩ T
8: else
9: GLT ← RANDOMSELECT(T, m̄− |EGLT |)

10: end if
11: end while
12: Output GLT .

Algorithm 2 1TREE(G, m̄)

1: Input: Graph G, target number of edges m̄.
2: Output: GLT of G.
3: GLT ← RANDOMTREE(G)
4: GLT ← RANDOMSELECT(EG, m̄− n+ 1)
5: Output GLT .

expander graphs and spectral sparsifiers in [26]. Algorithms 1 presents the version that we use in our175

experiments. Given an edge budget m̄, we iteratively combine random spanning trees of G to form176

the GLT graph. We also experimentally study a more bare-bone version, 1Tree, which constructs a177

single random spanning tree and adds random edges of G to that tree (cf. Algorithm 2).178

There are many exciting connections of random spanning trees to various properties of graphs, mainly179

through the algebraic lens of the matrix-tree theorem. One of the most interesting connections is to180

the notion of the effective resistance: the probability of the edge being included in a random spanning181

tree is in fact equal to its effective resistance.182

Theorem 4.1 ([26]). The union of two random spanning trees of the complete graph on n vertices183

has constant vertex expansion with probability 1− o(1).184

Random trees were recently used as graph sparsifiers [23]. They show that a slightly advanced version185

(with extra edge reweighting step) of the Algorithm 1 produces a spectral sparsifier in the sense of186

Equation 2.2. Constructing a random spanning tree takes near-linearO(m1+o(1)) time in terms of the187

number of edges m, due to a recent algorithm due to [47]. Therefore, both kTree and 1Tree are almost188

linear in the number of the edges of the input graph. In the next section we show that in addition to189

attractive computational properties, both kTree and 1Tree provide significant improvements on graph190

learning metrics studied in Section 3.191

5 Experiments192

We present a wide range of experiments on real and synthetic graphs using (arguably) the three most193

popular graph learning algorithms:194

• Louvain graph clustering [7] greedily partitions the input graph hierarchically optimizing195

the modularity of the graph.196

• DeepWalk graph embedding [45] trains a shallow neural network on a dataset of short197

random walks to extract node embeddings in Rd.198

• Graph convolutional networks [32] uses the graph structure to propagate information for199

making graph-informed predictions.200

In each experiment, we sparsify a a graph and run analyses on the sparse graph backbone. Since201

some of our metrics depend on the total number of edges in the graph, we use a fixed number of202

edges corresponding to a target average node degree from the range [1.1, 10]. Some graphs in our203

studies have an average node degree of less that 10 naturally, in this case, we stop at that number.204
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5.1 Baselines205

We evaluate against two state-of-the-art baselines:206

• Spectral radius [10, 31]: each edge is weighted as the gradient the spectral radius of the207

adjacency matrix of a graph.208

• Edge significance [19] computes statistical edge significance for every edge. We note that209

for undirected and unweighted graphs this weighting strategy is equivalent to computing the210

contribution of an edge to the modularity metric [37].211

Most graph learning algorithms require input graph to be connected, moreover, some of the metrics212

introduced in Section 3 are sensitive to the number of connected components in graphs. Because of213

that, we slightly modify competing methods to first find a minimum spanning tree of a graph with214

respect to the weights produced by respective baseline, and then greedily add remaining edges. For215

graph learning algorithms that are not sensitive to disconnected components we additionally report216

results of a completely random baseline. We do not report graph-level statistics for that strategy, as217

many of the metrics are not defined for disconnected graphs.218

5.2 Datasets219

We evaluate the proposed search method on a wide selection of 7 natural graphs, 3 graphs constructed220

from the data, and a set of synthetic stochastic blockmodel (SBM) graphs [39]. We provide a brief221

description of real-world datasets in the Appendix A.1. We randomize the train and test splits using222

the strategy of [50] and pick 20 nodes per class as a training set, and leave all other nodes for testing.223

SBM is a generative graph model which divides graph vertices into k classes, and then places edges224

between two vertices i and j with probability pij derived from the assignments. Specifically, each225

vertex i is given a class yi ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and an edge (i, j) is added with probability Pyiyj , where226

P is a symmetric k × k matrix containing the between/within-community edge probabilities. We227

set Pyiyj = q if i = j and to p otherwise. In this simple setup, p/q is the signal-to-noise ratio228

that measures the strength of the assortativity of a graph. For our graph statistics study, we vary229

n ∈ [1000, 10000] and set k = 10, p/q = 5, and d̄ = 100. We observe no significant performance230

fluctuations when varying other parameters.231

5.3 Graph Robustness Measures232

We evaluate five graph robustness measures from [10] as well as two versions of the clustering233

coefficients of the graph. For measures that require knowledge of all eigenvalues, we approximate the234

quantity via stochastic Lanczos quadrature method [56] with 100 starting vectors and 10 iterations.235

We provide a brief description of the measures, indicating whether a particular measure is ideally236

maximized (↑) or minimized (↓):237
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Figure 2: Graph statistics measured on stochastic blockmodel graphs, averaged acros 1000 graphs
with p/q ratio of 5, sparsified to average degree of 2.
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Figure 3: Statistics measured on the ε-nearest-neighbor graph constructed from the MNIST dataset.

• ↑ Algebraic connectivity is the smallest eigenvalue of the combinatorial graph Laplacian.238

• ↓ Spectral Radius defined as the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of a graph.239

• ↓ Effective resistance computed as R = n
∑
i

1
λi

.240

• ↑ Number of trees computed3 as logS =
∑
i λi.241

• ↓ Number of triangles computed as #∆ = 1
6

∑
i µi.242

• ↓ Global clustering coefficient [36] is defined as TrA3
/
∑

i6=jA2
ij

.243

• ↓ Average local clustering coefficient [57] is defined as ci =
∑

j∈Ni

∑
k∈N(i)|ejk|/di(di−1).244

We average ci across all nodes in the graph.245

We present results on the synthetic SBM graphs on Figure 2. Interestingly, the only metric with a crit-246

ical difference between the kTree and 1Tree strategy is the algebraic connectivity of a graph. Overall,247

we can observe a big difference between tree-based and greedy selection strategies, sometimes in the248

orders of magnitude better for random tree-based methods.249

We present results on an exemplar MNIST graph on Figure 3. Figures for all other datasets can be250

found in Appendix. There, we observe dramatic differences between approaches in terms of all of the251

metrics considered. For real graphs, we do not report λ2 because of numerical instabilities of finding252

it precisely in case when it is very close to 0. Note how the differences in terms of the tree number253

are in logathmic terms, meaning kTree is better than the competitors by several orders of magnitude.254

Compared to synthetic graphs, we observe stark contrast between different methods.255

5.4 Graph Clustering256

We now discuss the performance of the graph clustering algorithms on sparsified graphs. For each257

graph, we cluster it using the Louvain method [7] for community detection. Figure 4 reports the258

normalized mutual information between the clustering of the sparsified graph and ground-truth node259

labels on both natural and nearest neighbor graphs.260

We observe that unweighted random tree-based methods produce significantly better results than261

their weighted counterparts regardless for both edge significance and spectral radius-based strategies4.262

kTree is significantly better than 1Tree strategy on Amazon-PC, OGB-ArXiv, and MNIST datasets.263

We can attribute that to the overall larger correlation of the label information to the ground-truth264

labels. There is no case where it is losing to 1Tree. In stark comparison, both weighting strategies265

of [10, 31] and [19] significantly underperform on all graphs we considered, with most degradation266

occurring in the very sparse regime. This trend will continue in the other experiments, perhaps with267

a less severe trend: in general, we observe significant degradation of quality of all graph learning268

algorithms when using these sparsification techniques. We do not report results of the completely269

random baseline, as it produces many disconnected components which get assigned a separate cluster,270

and NMI is ill-defined for these solutions.271

3We omit the log(n) normalization factor.
4One might assume that there is an error in the weight calculation; however we have checked this thoroughly.
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Figure 4: Clustering results on 10 real-world datasets. We vary the target average degree d and
report the normalized mutual information (multiplied by 100 for convenience) with respect to the
ground-truth labels in each dataset. Random baseline is not present in this study due to the fact that
disconnected components produce disconnected components that make NMI overly optimistic.
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Figure 5: Graph embedding performance on 10 real-world datasets. We vary the target average degree
d and report classification accuracy with respect to the ground-truth labels.

Averaged across all datasets, the budget required for the best sparsification method to match the272

performance of graph clustering on the whole dataset is only 2–5 edges per node. The only exception273

is Pubmed, where the graph structure seems to be very efficient, and all sparsification algorithms274

bring the performance down.275

5.5 Graph Embedding276

We now discuss the performance of graph embedding on sparsified graphs. For each graph, we train277

a graph embedding [45] with parameters from the original paper (dimensionality 128, 80 walks per278

node of length 80, window size 10). Then, we train a logistic regression model using scikit-learn [43]279

with default parameters to predict the node labels.280

Figure 5 presents the results on 8 most informative datasets. We observe that random tree-based281

methods are superior yet again, however, this time there is a noticeable difference in performance282

between kTree and 1Tree on almost all datasets. We attribute that to the fact that DeepWalk algorithm283

performs aggressive smoothing of the input graph, so explicit decorrelation of the edges in the284

construction of kTree is more beneficial in this case.285

Spectral radius-based weighting strategy is again performing the worst. However, in the case of graph286

embedding, we can compare it to the random baseline: in 3 cases, it is significantly worse, in 2 it287

is better and in 3 more they are tied. In this experiment, we can finally observe the extreme gains288

we can get by preserving the connectivity structure of graphs: the difference between the random289

baseline and kTree on MNIST dataset at its peak is more than 50% in terms of accuracy!290
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Figure 6: GNN training results on 8 real-world datasets. We vary the target average degree d and
report the normalized mutual information (multiplied by 100 for convenience) with respect to the
ground-truth labels in each dataset.

5.6 Graph Neural Networks291

We proceed with evaluating the performance of graph neural networks on sparsified graphs. To unify292

the experimental setting across the For each graph, we train a basic Graph Convolutional Network293

(GCN) model [32] with 2 layers of 64 units each for 100 epochs. We apply dropout to hidden units294

with a factor of 0.3 to stabilize the training process.295

We present the results on Figure 6. We can observe that on most datasets tree-based sparsification296

methods outperform other baselines. Compared to graph clustering and embedding, graph neural297

networks are more robust to disconnected components—in fact, GNNs are less sensitive to structure298

of graphs overall, since these models have features to rely on. Therefore, differences between methods299

are less pronounced for this graph learning approach. However, we can still reap the benefits of300

tree-based sparsification: kTree is consistently a top performer.301

We obtain sizeable benefits in sparsifying graphs for GNNs. On all datasets, graph neural networks302

obtain performance comparable or better than the full graph at average degree equal to d̄ = 5, when303

this level of sparsification was available. This point is obtained at slightly lower sparsity levels than304

for graph clustering and embedding, which can be explained by the fact that GNNs smooth the305

information via graph structure, and that process works best with more connections on average.306

5.7 General Observations and Trends307

Overall, our extensive experimental study suggests that finding very sparse GLT winners is possible.308

Our algorithms are able to offer significant improvements compared to baselines in terms of six graph309

structure quality metrics introduced in Section 3.310

On three distinct graph learning problems, we have showed that it is possible to obtain comparable311

or better performance than the original graph structure with average node degree in the range 2–5.312

Importantly, we show considerable performance improvements on graphs constructed from data.313

6 Conclusion314

This work postulates the GLT hypothesis that states that extremely sparse backbones allow various315

graph learning algorithms to attain comparable performance as on the full graph. We suggest316

two efficient algorithms to uncover such “winning tickets”. Our experimental results illustrate our317

methods’ effectiveness, matching the performance of different graph learning algorithms in very318

sparse graphs (≈ average degree of 5). Extensions to bipartite graphs are of immediate interest since319

bipartite interaction graphs suffer from various problems with high-degree “celebrity” nodes.320
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A Appendix.455

A.1 Dataset description456

Here we present a brief description of real-world datasets:457

• Cora, Citeseer, and Pubmed [48] are citation networks; nodes represent papers connected458

by citation edges; features are bag-of-word abstracts, and labels represent paper topics. We459

use a re-processed version of Cora from [50] due to errors in the processing of the original460

dataset.461

• Amazon {PC, Photo} [50] are two subsets of the Amazon co-purchase graph for the462

computers and photo sections of the website, where nodes represent goods with edges463

between ones frequently purchased together; node features are bag-of-word reviews, and464

class labels are product category.465

• OGB-ArXiv [28] is a paper co-citation dataset based on arXiv papers indexed by the466

Microsoft Academic graph. Nodes are papers; edges are citations, and class labels indicate467

the main category of the paper.468

• CIFAR, MNIST, and FashionMNIST [33, 35, 58] are ε-nearest neighbor graphs with ε such469

that the average node degree is 100.470

Table 1: Dataset statistics. We report total number of nodes |V |, average node degree d̄, number of
features |X| and labels |Y |.

dataset |V | d̄ |X| |Y |
Cora 19793 3.20 1433 7
Citeseer 3327 1.37 3703 6
PubMed 19717 2.25 500 3
Amazon PC 13752 17.88 767 10
Amazon Photo 7650 15.57 745 8
MSA-Physics 34493 7.19 8415 5
OGB-arXiv 169343 6.84 128 40
CIFAR-10 50000 99 3072 10
FashionMNIST 60000 99 784 10
MNIST 60000 99 784 10
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A.2 Metrics on Real-World Datasets471

Here we present graph metrics computed on real-world graphs present in our experimental study.472
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Figure 7: Graph statistics measured on the AmazonPC graph.
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Figure 8: Graph statistics measured on the AmazonPhoto graph.
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Figure 9: Graph statistics measured on the OGB-ArXiv graph.
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Figure 10: Graph statistics measured on the CIFAR10 graph.
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Figure 11: Graph statistics measured on the Cora graph.
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Figure 12: Graph statistics measured on the FashionMNIST graph.
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Figure 13: Graph statistics measured on the MNIST graph.
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Figure 14: Graph statistics measured on the MSA-Physics graph.
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Figure 15: Graph statistics measured on the Pubmed graph.
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